The first example of a compact space X satisfying the countable chain condition and not carrying a strictly positive measure was given by Gaifman [5] . More precisely Gaifman's space satisfies a stronger than c.c.c. property, namely the property (*). Another example, given by Galvin and Hajnal [6] , separates property (*) from the existence of caliber for all reasonable cardinals.
The present paper contains examples of compact spaces without strictly positive measure and with or without some special properties.
So, in the first part of the paper we construct a sequence {X n \ 2 < n < ω} of compact Hausdorff spaces such that for each n < ω the space X n has property (*) and it does not have property (**) (or equivalently it does not have a strictly positive measure).
The space X n has, also, property K n (a) for all cardinals a with uncountable cofinality. Finally assuming Martin's axiom we prove that space X n fails property K nJrλ (2 ω ). We notice that both examples of Gaifman and Galvin-Hajnal have property K n {ά) for all cardinals a with uncountable cofinality and for all natural numbers n.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the construction for each cardinal α of a compact Hausdorff space X a satisfying property (*) but for every family {μ ξ : ξ < a} of regular positive Borel measures on X a there exists a non empty open V subset of X a with μξ(V) = 0 for all £ < a. Also, assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis we show that space X a fails to have β-measure calibre for certain classes of regular cardinals 0. Preliminaries. (b) For X topological space, a uncountable cardinal and n natural number, we say that X has property K n (a) if and only if every family (J^: ξ < a} of non empty open subsets of X contains a subfamily with the same cardinality and with the property: every n elements of it have non empty intersection. If a = ω + , the first uncountable cardinal, then we denote the K n (ω+) by K n and K 2 (ω + ) by K. 0.2. DEFINITION. Let X be a topological space and ?Γ* the set of all open non empty subsets of X. We say that X has property (*) if and only if there exists a decomposition of ?Γ* into a sequence 5" π such that for n < ω every pairwise disjoint subfamily of $ n is finite. Property (**) implies property (*) and the mentioned example of Gaifman shows that the inverse in general fails.
The following result is due to Kelley [7] . 0.5. THEOREM. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then X carries a strictly positive measure (i.e. there exists μ defined on X such that μ(V) > 0 for all non empty open sets (V) if and only if X has property (**)). 0.6. REMARK. It is easy to see that the existence of a strictly positive measure μ on a topological space X implies property (**). The inverse fails for general completely regular spaces. However if Y is a completely regular space with property (**) then the Stone-Cech compactification βY also has property (**) and on βY we have the equivalence. A detailed exposition of the concrete relations between all of them is given in [4] where one can also find the proof of the following result 0.7. PROPOSITION. If a topological space X has property (*) then it also has property K.
1. We give in detail the construction of the topological space X 29 that is, the compact space with property K 2 (a) for cardinals a with uncountable cofinality and under Martin's axiom fails to have property K 3 (2 ω ). The general case follows by analogous arguments and we present an outline of it in Theorem 1.9 at the end of this section.
1.0. The space X 2 ; will be the Stone-Cech compactification of a topological space Y = ({0, l} ω ,?Γ) where ^Γis a subbasis for the topology on Y consisting of all clopen subsets of (0, l} ω , with the usual topology, and of a family {F Σ : Σ 6 Σ), where Σ denotes the set of all branches of an appropriate tree (T 9 <) which we define now.
Construction of the tree (T,<).
We define and fix a tree (T = U n<ω Γ n ,<) consisting of elements of [ω] 2 in the following way. (A branch of (Γ, -<) is a totally ordered subset Σ of T such that the set {t E T: t < s) is contained in Σ for all s E Σ. A branch may be of finite or infinite length.)
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Denote by Σ the family of all branches of T. We set Σ(n) = Σ Π T n9 and we define the following two sets
For s an element of T, let K s be the "anti-diagonal" of {0,1} 
If V is separated at level n 0 then there exists a clopen set W (in the usual topology of the Cantor set) with W C {0,1} 
We choose * π elements of Γ\ s(ΞB K s X (0, l} ωV for n < ω, and we choose xin {0, lj^ 'o such that π U , (*) = π U* (*») for al1 n < ω Then x is well defined, and is an element of the set given in relation (1).
Claim. Y has property (*) (and hence property (AT)).
Proof. We define 9^m a subset oϊ ?Γ* with the following way. Since V iχ9 V l2 , V l2 are separated at level «, it follows that condition (b)2 of Lemma 1.3 is also satisfied (since every branch of T that determines V intersects at most one of the branches of T that determines V i2 at a level greater than or equal ton). Thus It clearly follows that Γhas property (*).
Claim. Γdoes not have property (**).
Proof. Suppose that 7 has property (**). Then there exists a sequence
Without loss of generality we assume also that \ C $ n+ , for all Λ < ω and if ί/, F are clopen in 7 and U is a subset of V then We claim that there is n o <ω and a finite branch Σ 0 = { i y 0 <Λ' 1 < '" <s m) such Λat, if Σ' is a finite branch and Σ o C Σ' then Π^e Σ ^ X {0, l} ω \ u^Σ 'j E g^o (Indeed, otherwise there exists a sequence k λ <k 2 < • < fc n < (w < ω) of natural numbers and a sequence Σ o C Σ! C Σ 2 C CΣ Π C («<ω)of finite branches (containing Σ o ), such that min{λ;: V Σn G $ k } = k n for all n < ω. We set Σ = U /ί<ω Σ w then V Σ E $ k for some k. By our assumptions it follows that k> k n for all n < ω and we get a contradiction proving the claim.) We choose k > 0 such that (2/3)* < k(% Q ), and we set ζ = {Σ: Σ is a finite branch of Γ, Σ o C Σ and the length of Σ is η 0 + fc}. It is easy to see that ξ C ?Γ Π (from the above claim) |£|=3* and cal{Σ:ΣGΠ = 2 k a contradiction, proving that Y does not have (**). Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a cardinal a less than 2 ω and a family fy = {x ζ : ξ < a) of elements of {0, l} ω dense in the space Y. We construct a partial ordered set (<3\ -<) with the following way. <3\ a set, contains elements of the form (F, Σ) where F is a finite subset of â nd Σ is a finite branch of the tree Γ, such that for each x ξ in F 9 x% does not belong to the set V Σ . The order is defined on ^P with the natural way namely (F l9 Σ,) < (F 2 , Σ 2 ) if and only if F x C F 2 , Σ x C Σ 2 .
Fact I. ($,
Fact 2. Let x ξ in <φ and (F, Σ) in <3> be given. Then there is Σ, finite branch with/ C Σ, and(FU {x ξ }, Σ,) be in (9, -<). Indeed, let {.s,, s 2 , s 3 ) be the set of the immediate successors of /; then there exists / element of {1,2,3} such that (FU {JC £ }, / U {s,}) is an element of (<3\ <).
We set D £ be the set of all (i 7 , Σ) such that x^ E F. The previous argument shows that D ξ is a dense subset of ( ( 3 ) , -<) for all £ < α. Martin's axiom implies the existence of a filter *% of elements of (^P, <) with ^Π 2)^ 0 for all ξ < a. Now setting Σ = U {Σ: there is (F, Σ) in <#} we remark that Σ is a branch (maybe infinite) of the tree T and for all x ξ in 6 D, x^ does not belong to the open non empty set V^ a contradiction, and the proof is complete. We claim that for each / subset of 2 ω with |/|= 2 ω the family {V ξ : ξ < 2 ω } does not have the finite intersection property. (Indeed, if it does, for some such /, then since V^ is a closed (and hence compact) subset of {0, l} ω with the usual topology we would have
But x = X£ o for some £ 0 < 2 ω and if £ E /, ξ > £ 0 then x £ F Γ ) Since 2 ω is regular cardinal there exists I C 2 ω , ft 0 < ω and W such that J^ is separated at the level n 0 for ξ E /, ^F depends on a finite subset of H noΛ and TΓ^ (V ζ ) = Wΐor all ξ in /.
Since {Vf £ E /} does not have the finite intersection property, and condition (b)l of Lemma 1.3 is satisfied, it follows that there is n x > n 0 and B subset of A n (in the notation of Lemma 1.3) Proof. We construct the space X n following similar steps as in the construction of the space X 2 . For the sake of completeness we give here the main steps for the general case.
We choose a positive number λ in such a way that there exists a family 
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We produce a tree (T,<) such that for each k < ω T k = U Λ*.
y=i
We enumerate T k as {Λ*,.. -,Λ* Λ+1) *} and we consider this enumeration fixed for the rest. Now the immediate successors of Λ in T k belong toΓ Λ+1 and they are defined by the following rule, if Λ = Λ* then Λ < Λ σ for all Λ σ elements of Λ* +1 . Using the tree (T 9 <) we define a family {V Σ : Σ e Σ} of subsets of {0, l} ω such that Σ is the set of all branches of the tree T and VΣ= Π ΛX {0,l} ωWΣ ΛGΣ where W Σ is the subset of ω on which the family {V Σ : Σ EΣ) depends. Now we can prove that Y n has property (*), and property K n (a) for all cardinals a with cf(α) > ω. Also Y n fails property (**) and if in addition we assume Martin's axiom it fails property K n + λ (2 ω ). To get space X n we simply take the Stone-Cech compactification of the space Y n . [3] that every compact space X carrying a strictly positive measure has property K n ( a) for all n < ω and cardinals a with cf(α) > ω. Our example (Theorem 1.9) shows that the above result fails if we consider instead of strictly positive measure the weaker assumption namely X has property (*).
REMARK. It is proved in
1.11. REMARK. In [8] it is given another example, under C.H. of a space X n with K n (ω + ) and without K n+ι (ω^).
2.
2.1. DEFINITION. A topological space X carries a strictly positive family of measures of cardinality a if and only if there exists a family (μ^: £ < a} of positive measures on X such that for each non empty open V subset of X there is ξ 0 < a with μ^V) > 0.
DEFINITION, (i)
A topological space X has property (*(α)) if and only if there exists a decomposition of the family ?Γ* into a family {9^: I < a] such that for each £ < a every pairwise disjoint subfamily of 9^ is finite.
(ii) The space X has property (**(α)) if and only if there exists a decomposition of ?Γ* into a family {^: £ < a) such that for each £ < α the Kelley number k(^Λ be strictly positive. Proof. The construction of the space X β is, essentially, given in [1] . For the sake of completeness we give here the main steps of this construction.
We start by choosing a sequence {β n : n < ω} of cardinals such that
(ii) β n is infinite regular cardinal for all n < ω,
We define a tree T = U n<ω T n consisting of elements of [β] 2 in the following way: for every n < ω we let {B n+X t : i < β n ) be such that (b) B n+U Π B n+lJ = 0 for i <j < β n . We set and T 0 For every n < ω let T n -{Sf n) : i < β n ) be a one-to-one well-ordering of T n fixed for the rest. Furthermore, if s E T n and ί£Γ w+ , then s < t if and only if there exists i < β n such that s = sj n) and tE [B n+Xι ] 2 . The definition of T is, now, complete. Let Σ be the set of all branches of T. 2 C (Γ 2 Σ )^o and \D S 2 \ = 3. We set Γ 2 = U seη [D|] 2 . In the same way we produce level T μ + 1 from level 7^forl<μ<A:^l, and so the inductive definition of the finite tree T k is now complete. Now it is easily verified that if we consider the family
(ϋi) each element of £ belongs to ?Γ ίo . Comparing the above three conclusions we get a contradiction and this finishes the proof of the lemmas. + for some β with cΐ(β) = ω is a calibre for every compact space satisfying the c.c.c.
In the same paper for each cardinal of the form β + with ci(β) -ω we construct a compact space Z β carrying a strictly positive measure and not having β + calibre. In the sequel we will prove under G.C.H. that for every such cardinal a (i.e. a = β+ and cf(β) = ω) space X β9 defined before, does not have α-measure calibre. Proof. We first note the following two facts:
(a) Since every subbasic open set in Y β = ({0,1}^, ?Γ) is either clopen in the usual topology of {0,1}^ or it has the form sGΣ it follows that there exists a basis for the topology ^consisting of elements V satisfying the property: each V is the countable intersection of clopen subsets of {0,1}^ in the usual product topology.
(b) From the proof of Kelley's theorem [7] follows the proof of the next statement. Let Λ = {Λ,: / E /} be a family of clopen subsets of a compact space X and 9 > 0 be a real number. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The Kelley number A:(Λ) is greater or equal to 3.
(ii) There is a probability measure μ on A" with μ(Λ,) >: 3 for all i G /. We, now, pass in the proof of the proposition. The Banach space Af({0,1}^) of all regular Borel measures on (0,1}î s the conjugate of the Banach space C({0,1}^) of the continuous functions on {0,1}^ and density character of C({0,1}^) is equal to β.
Therefore density character of M{0,1}^ is 2^ = Z?^ and |M({0,l} β )\ Let {μ^: £ < β + } be a well-ordering of M({0,1}*). Since Y β fails to carry a strictly positive family of measures of cardinality β it follows that for each ξ < β + there is a basic clopen subset of Y β , say V^ such that for every ζ<ξμ ζ (V ξ ) = 0. For £ < /?
+ we denote by V% the closure of V ξ into the space X β , the Stone-Cech compatification of Y β and we notice that V ζ is a clopen subset oΐX β . For each ξ in / let {U£\ n < ω) be a decreasing sequence of clopen subsets of {0,1}* with Π n<ω Uf = V v Our assumption implies that the Kelley number of the family (J^: ξ G /} is at least 3 and therefore the same is true for the Kelley number of the family {ί/ { ":{6/,π<ϋ}, which means that there exists a measure μ in M({0,1}*) such that μ(U ξ n ) > 3 for all ξ in / and n < ω. This is a contradiction since μ = μ^o and if ξ is in / with ξ > ξ 0 then μ^ (Vς) = 0, and so lim^^μ^ (U^n) -0. The proof is now complete.
Claim. For every μ in
2.11. REMARK. AS Professor Negrepontis established extending the methods of the first paragraph in higher cardinal, one can prove the following result that extends Theorem 1.9.
2.12. THEOREM. For every infinite cardinal a and every n > 1 there exists a compact space X n (<x) with property K n (a + ) but, under G.C.H., X n {a) fails property K n+X {a + ).
2.13. REMARK. Professor Galvin informed me that from a variation of the Galvin-Hajnal example follows the existence of a space X a , for each cardinal a with β-calibre for all cardinals β with cί(β)> ω and without property (*(α)).
